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ABSTRAC'
I

The burn area calc,ulhtion of al pr~pellant, g,r~in with taper convex star ,Port ,is discussed and a
software developed, usIng a new zonlpg defInItIon of the star cross-sectlon, IS elaborated. The
evQlution of lengthwise conditions,inclJJsion of a coupled sustainer mode, real-time calculations and
calculation for sliver burrling part make this software ~ versatile tool for propellant grain design and
parametric studies. ,1 .

propellant web (w) is nqt included in that

formulation and only fraction of the initial volume

left at the time of consumption of w is evaluated. In

addition, taper IPort configuration cannot be

analysed by this formulatio\lt. Ricciardi2 has

deve'loped a prog~am ST AR to generate web verses

burning area profiles. He has defined nine zones of

star cross-sections during burning of a convex tip

star grain configuration, and mathematical

expressions for al~ possible combinations are given

here. His definition of zones is valid for a particular

cross-section only, and no treatment is given to

create various zones along length in cours"e of

burning. Brooks3 has compiled all the works of

scholars in the area of geometrical analysis of star

grain burning and has confined himself mainly to

configuration optimisation with reference to

volumetric loading, sliver formation and

achievementofneutrality conditions. Krishnan4 has

also confined his study to neutrality condition only.

This article is aimed to elaborate algo~ithm for a

computer program developed to predict pressure-

time and thrust-time profiles of star port grains.

INTRODUCTION,1.

The stir-shaped c~nfiguration in propellant

grains is widely used ih solid rocket applications

because of their ability to produce all thd three, .
modes of burning, namely, progressive, n~ut\-al and

regressive. I \1 addition, suitable com binations of

various star patameters can give several

peculiarities like long'tail-off, strong regression atI
the beginning, regression-neutral combination, etc.

.
A representa\ive star grain. configuration (Fig.l )

with convex tip points is defined by seven

independent :geometric parameters, viz., grain
radius (rg), ray length (r,), number of star points (n),

angular fraction (E ), star angle ( a), fillet radius (rfl,

and tip radius (r,). For solid propellant grain

designer, the prim~ objectiv~ is to evolve a

thrust-time profile c$nsistent with mission

requirements. So, the geometrical apalysis of grain

becomes a fundamen~al requirement. Most of the

analyses for star grain configuration a=-e based on

the formulation given Jby Barrerel, et al., but sliver

burning part after. complete consumption 9f
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2. STAR PARAMET~RS & ZONE
DEFINITION
The seven basic geometrical parameters (r!:, r/,

r[. r/, n,a,E) univocally define the star configuration,
but in some cases additional star parameters, from
which basic star parameters can be computed, are
also considered. Some of them are: w, star outer
diameter (Do), star inner diameter (Dl), etc. The
following relations can be derived in relating these
parameters to basic star parameters:

sliver burning. In addition 'to calculation of bum

perImeters at ends: this J:Jaram~ter is calculated at
,
the section of length, ",here case transition is

taking pla<fe. Burning area is calculated separately

for both rengths and are added up.

When case l' exists at ore end and case 3 at
another end [(Fig. 2(dP] (condition 3). In this

situation, effectilYe grain length is less than the
original grain length and ,two ttansition zones
exist. First, where star-to-sliver tr:ansition occurs

and second, where sliver-to-complete,
consumption of propellan~ ,is observed.
Calculation of burn area is simi1ar to condition 2
but with reduced effective length. ,

(I)r,

D, 2x(r

r, x sin (a -En I n)1 sin(a )}

+r,)/sin(a)}-r,]

Dl 2x
When case 2 exists at bothj the ends [(Fig. 2(e)]

(condition (4). In this situatipn, both ends of grain

are. undergoing sliver ~urning phase and

tlieatment in this case is similar to that of

condition 1 except for ,he perimeter calculartion at

both the ends. I

+{(7 .(3)

In c;lse of butning every cross-section of grain

regre~ses and for any cross-section, the following

cases are observed [Fig. 2(a)]:

When burning i~ progressing through web apd

complete star is intact (case I);
(a)

(b) When w is completely consumed but propellaft
grain is not consumed. In this case, sliver burning
is observed (case 2).

(c) When grain is completely consumed (case 3).

Practically, star grain configuration is obtained

by casting and curing propellant slurry around a
star-shaped mandrel (core). As core needs draft
taper for easy extra~tion, actual grain configuration
has a taper star port~ always. Ifthe above-mentioned
cross-sectional conpitions are applied along length
of the taper star port propellant grain, the following,
six conditions can exist: ,

When case 2 exists at one end rlnd case 3 at

another end [(Fig. 2(f ~] (condition 5). ~n this case

also, effectivF length of the grain is leks than the

original grairllength, and burn area is calculated

[rom bum perimeter at first enp and effective

grain lengthi \

'When case 3 exists af both ends (4ondition 6).

This condition shows cpmplete consumption of
grain, land calculation has to be terminated if this

condition is attained. Bur~ area calculation is

maihly confined to periJ1,neter calculation at

various cross-sections. For star confJguration,

half-petal repeats itself to generate a full star. So

calculation of perimete.. is carried lout for

half-petal only. Every half-petal can be divided

into the followin~ fouit zohes for ease in

calculation (Fig. 3): I

Zone created by star outer radilfs (zone

When case 1 exists at both ends of the propellant

grain [Fig. 2(b~] (condition I ). IStar is intact at

both ends and bum area calculation needs,

averaging grain perimeter of both ends and its

multiplication by the length of the grain.

Zone created l1;Y star slant length (zone 2)

Zoncr created l1Y rt (zone 3)
When case 1 exists at one end and case 2 at another
end [(Fig. 2(c)] (condition 2).In this situation,
there exist two types of cases. Up to some length,
from second side star is intact, whereas res. has

Zone created qy rf (zone 4)

The calculation of star half-petal I~ngths for
these zones is possible by geometrical means. The
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I

Figure I. Star grain configuration parameters

\
,~

DEFINITION .Of CASES CONOITION 1 CONOITION 2

CONOITION ~ CONDITION 5

Figure 2. Conditions ror ~tar grain duljing burning: (a) definition or cases, (b) condition (I), (c) condition (2), (d) condition (3),
(e) condition (4), and (r) condition (5).I I
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in the beginning, but thisistkr angle reduces, when

either zone 1. sta~ perimeter and/or zone 3 star

perimeter is consumed. The r,educti~on in star angle

can be cal<t.ulated for a given blLrnt web, using

trigonometrical relations. Thi~ 'type of zone

creation helps in modular algori\hm development.

The above-mentioned condition~ are applied to

each of these zones and results a(e integrated to

obtain b.urning perime'te~ for any typical
cross-sectlon. ,

rr
ZONE 1""""

i
/

3. SOFTWARE VALIDATION & FEATURES

~ software is developed to calculate burn aTea
corresponding to various fweb burnt. In conjunction

with propellant propertie~, this soft\J.,are calculates

chamber pressure, thrust and time \elapsed after

ignition using the follow,ing relations: I
, I I

[{C*Xfi\b xa xp}/{A, Xg}](I/\I-'1))p - (4)

I
IF xP, (5I'\

/
/ w I(a xf

(6)

}.'igure 3. Zones or star grain cross-section

part of the star perimeter lying in zone I, is an arc

with constant cel1tral angle, radius of which

increases with propress of burning. In zone 2, a

straight length is fealised, which decreases with

propellant burning ~nd its instantaneous length is

dependent on star angle and init'ial slant length. Star

perimeter in zone 3 area is again an arc of constant

central angle whose radius decre~ses with time.

Zone 4 region conta'ins an arc of constant star angle

,
This ~oftware was validatfd for six, seven and

eight-petal star port grain, and',actual pressure-time

profile and software-predil:ted pres~re-time
profile exactly matched. A comparison of typical

seven-petal star-shaped grainlis shown in Fig. 4.

Th~ main features of the Isoftware are:
I 1

(a) The.software has- a'modular approach ~d each

module does distinct jobs like checking star

condition, calculation of ~tar halfllength,

calculation of ~ffective length, etc.
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Figure 4. Pressure-time protile tor ~even-star grain
\
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(b) It is independent 06 number of star points, and vari-

able angularfractions aldng the length of the grain

can be analysed: I

4. CONCLUSION

The software is a general purpose design tool

~or propellant grains with star configuration and is
useful in developing solid propulsion systems. The

new z?ning concept (4 zones) and evolution of

lengthwise codfiguration conditions has made the
software domplete in all respects. The software

integrates the ballistic and mechanical design of the

gra.in for its faster realisation.

(c) Input parameters and control conditions ;are fed in

free format, while. formatted' output is obtained

from the prog)ram .

(d) Coupled sustainer mode and variable end inhibi.

tion Icondi,tion cian be analysed by this software.
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The poftware is not terminated at the point ofweb

conitmption, but it contirljues till compl1te con-

su",ption of~the pr~ellant. .I.

It does real~time calculation~, i.e., instantaneous

time and web burnt are calculated, star configura-

tion is updated and corresponfting bum rate, pres-

sure and thrust data are generated.I

It i~ a faster design tool for p~opcllant grain with
ta~er convex star port I and is a good tool for

studying effect ~f various star parameters on

output perfor~ance of the grain and

configuration.
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